Tools for the primitive rifleman

### Primitive Scissors Mold

Made like an original antique ball mold, from the 1750 to 1870 era, this single cavity mold is made of forged steel, neatly fitted and hinged. Neatly file finished and temper blued, this ball mold is about 7” long. The steel handles will be too hot to touch during use, so wear your leather gloves while casting balls.

The mold cavity casts a round ball, with a “cherry” shaped stem, called a “sprue”. This mold features a sprue nipper, to trim away the sprue from each ball, after the ball has cooled. Due to the hand made design of this ball mold, the inside cavity casts a lead ball that is nearly perfectly round. Like all original hand cut molds, the ball is not absolutely perfectly round, when measured with precision digital calipers, but every ball is cast exactly the same, from the same cavity. Load the sprue at top center, for best accuracy.

- #Mold-Bag-310: primitive scissor mold for .310” ball, $39.99
- #Mold-Bag-395: primitive scissor mold for .395” ball, $39.99
- #Mold-Bag-440: primitive scissor mold for .440” ball, $39.99
- #Mold-Bag-490: primitive scissor mold for .490” ball, $39.99
- #Mold-Bag-495: primitive scissor mold for .495” ball, $39.99
- #Mold-Bag-509: primitive scissor mold for .509” ball, $39.99
- #Mold-Bag-530: primitive scissor mold for .530” ball, $39.99
- #Mold-Bag-570: primitive scissor mold for .570” ball, $39.99
- #Mold-Bag-680: primitive scissor mold for .680” ball, $39.99
- #Mold-Bag-710: primitive scissor mold for .710” ball, $39.99
- #Mold-Bag-760: primitive scissor mold for .760” ball, $39.99

### Folding Lead Ladle, Hand Forged

This hand forged folding lead ladle was copied from an original 18th century ladle. Extended it is 7-1/2” length. It folds to 5-1/4” length. Carry it in your shooting bag or knapsack. The 2" diameter, 1/2” deep bowl has a curved lip for easy pouring. The handle has a forged socket, about 3/8” diameter for inserting your temporary whittled wooden handle, if desired. Ideal for the historical trekker.

- #Mold-Bag-Ladle: hand forged, folding ladle, only $17.99
- #Mold-Bag-Ladle-Wood: wood handled lead ladle, only $19.99

### Wood Handled Lead Ladle

This forged steel bullet ladle has a 2” diameter bowl, 1/2” deep, with a curled lip for easy pouring. The turned wood handle is 4” long with a steel ferrule reinforcing the head. 7-5/8” overall length.

- #Mold-Bag-Ladle-Wood: wood handled lead ladle, only $19.99
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